Hosting of "russian" web resources

Localization of fragmentation?
Local resources

• local language
  – and script
• local agenda
  – and practices
  – and regulation
Why important

• Are we depend on others?
• Are we depend on government?
• Are we depend on local monopolies?
Fragmentation

whatever it means
What is local?

Domain names
• .RU, .SU
• IDNs: .РФ, .МОСКВА, .РУС, .ОРГ

Zonefileas are available
some other lists
What is local?

Infrastructure: AS numbers/prefix
• registered for local organization
• announced by local AS
RESULTS

68% is localized in RUSSIA, TOP 10

REG.RU
Hetzner Online AG
TimeWeb
SEDO GmbH
Serverel Corp
RTComm.RU
Beget Ltd
ISPsystem
RU-CENTER
.masterhost
Additional sources

• ALEXA lists
• “Illegal content”
• Resources under state contract
Conclusion

• is it interesting?
• is it reasonable?
• interface/data export?
• any other lists of localizable resources?
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